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Abstract. We have studied the vortex phase diagram of YBa2Cu307–~
(YBCO) in very strong magnetic field (O-26 Tesla) by a.c. calorimetry. We
describe the anomalies associated with the transitions between the different
vortex states (solid, liquid, and glass), with special emphasis on the first
order flux lattice melting.

b

1. Introduction

The study of high 2’. superconductors (HTCS) where thermalfluctuations
are important, has considerably changed our understandingof the phase
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diagram in magnetic field (H) of type II superconductors. In most of the
I-J– T plane (mixed state), such a superconductor is classically penetrated
by quantized flux lines (vortex) forming a well-defined lattice. In HTCS,
the vortex–vortex interaction (reduced by the large anisotropy of these ma-
terials), the thermal energy (enhanced by the large transition temperature
Z’C)and the interaction with defects (pinning energy) compete to form new
vortex states (solid, liquid, glasses, . . . ). This phase diagram has been in-
vestigated mainly by transport measurements [1, 2] (For a review, see [3])
and interpreted with models describing the vortex dynamics. Recently,
thermal measurements by differential thermal analysis (DTA) [4] and by
quasi-adiabatic technique [5] have been successful to study the thermal
behavior of vortex matter across the solid–liquid transition in YBa2 CU307
(YBCO) (see also [6, 7, 8, 9, 10]). The originality of our work is to use
an at–calorimeter in strong magnetic fields (up to 26 Tesla). The large
magnetic field experiments (H > 16 T) were carried out in an hybrid mag-
net at the high magnetic field facility (LCMI) of Grenoble. The excellent
temperature resolution of the modulation (or ac) technique and its large
sensitivity (= 10–4) allow us to present here a detailed study of the mag-
netic field phase diagram of YBCO, this for the 2 directions of the applied
field, (.H IIc and II IIab) and for two different single crystals.

After a brief description of the characteristics of the samples and of
the experimental set–up, we will describe the anomalies associated with
the transitions between the different vortex states with special attention to
the solid–liquid transformation since the possibility to change both the fre-
quency w and the amplitude of the temperature oscillations, T.c, allowed
us to test the eventual existence of hysteresis. The main purpose of this
article is to compare the behavior of crystals with rather different charac-
teristics, and more detailed results obtained on these two crystals will soon
be published separately.

2. Experimental

The samples used in this work are two untwinned YBCO crystals (referred
to as Y–Gen and. Y–Arg). The details of their preparation are given in
Ref. [11] for Y–Arg, and in Ref. [12] for Y–Gen. Their characteristics rele-
vant to this work are summarized in Table 1. Y–Arg was grown in a gold
crucible using the self flux method. Its doping is close to optimal, TC& 92 K
with a 0.5 K transition width. The unavoidable gold pollution seems to be
irrelevant at first sight since the pinning is very low and the peaks in the
specific heat (C) associated with the vortex lattice melt ing are very sharp
(as an example in 5 T the width at half-height is around 100 mK). Nev-
ertheless, one should probably keep this in mind when interpretating the
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Label T. ‘Y Crucible Mass

Y-Gen 88.4 6.2 + 0.3 BaZrOa Detwinned 300 pg
Y-Arg 92.0 8.2 & 0.3 Au Untwinned 1.5 mg

TABLE 1. Description of the samples. The anisotropy,y, of these
crystals was obtained by comparing the specific heat curves with
the field parallel and perpendicular to the planes. The TC’S are
determined by the position of the maximum of C in the zero field
anomaly.

differences in behavior of the two crystals in large H (see below). The
main part of this crystal is naturally untwinned with only a few twins con-
centrated in the corners. Y–Gen is an ultrapure crystal (purity > 99.995
in at. Yo) grown in a BaZr03 crucible. It was oxygenated in a 100 bar oxy-
gen atmosphere at 300°C for 200 hours to fix its oxygen content close to
07. Since we wanted to perform our measurements on a sample without
twins, the sample was re–annealed for about 20 min at 400°C under uniax-
ial pressure of 50 MPa. The TCdetermined by specific heat measurements is
equal to 88.4 K with a transition width of 0.7 K, indicating that the crystal
remained homogeneous during the detwinning procedure.

The method which we used to measure the specific heat is based on
modulating the power which heats the sample at a frequency w and record-
ing the induced oscillations of the sample temperature, Z’ac, at the same
frequency. In a proper range of frequency, T’C is simply inversely propor-
tional to C. See Ref. [13] for a more detailed presentation of the principles
of at–calorimetry. The sample was glued with a minute amount of G.E.
varnish onto a chromel–constant an thermocouple cross. A carbcm resistor
was ground down to dimensions much smaller than the crystal and used
as the heater. The use of a transformer together with a digital lock–in am-
plifier results in a very low noise level of around 0.1 nV rms [14] in the
frequency range of interest (1–10 Hz). This allows us to achieve a very high
resolution, slightly better than 10–4 for TaC= 50 mK rmsl in the super-
conducting magnet we used for H < 16 T. In the difficult environnement
of an hybrid magnet, this noise is increased by a factor of around 5. We
will just emphasize several advantages of this technique:

– This modulation technique is particularly useful in studies where a
small sample size is important and where extreme sensitivity is essen-
tial, which is indeed the case here. The contribution of the vortices to
the specific heat is small compared to the phonon contribution in the

1The values of temperature oscillations will always begiven in rms units in this paper.
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3.

We

temperature range of interest, which makes a sensitivity better than
10–3 a necessity.
Due to the narrow bandwidth of lock–in detection, our at–calorimeter
is essentially immune to the field fluctuations and mechanical vibra-
tions unavoidable in the hybrid magnet, and we could detect anomalies
in C associated with the melting of the vortex lattice up to 26 T. In a
previous study [9], we showed the inapplicability of adiabatic calorime-
try in such conditions.
This methode is also suitable for detecting a horizontal transition line
in the Ii —2’ plane (see further discussion of region D) since the average
temperature of the sample can be kept constant during field sweeps.
As already mentioned in the introduction, the presence of non–thermo-
dynamic effects, such as those frequently met in first- order transitions
(nucleation, phase interface mobility, . ..) can be tested by changing
both the frequency and the amplitude of the temperature oscillations.

Magnetic phase diagram of the mixed state of YBCO

have explored the vortex phase diagram in both samples, with the
field perpendicular and parallel to the superconducting planes. Since the
alignment of the field was not controlled better than +3°, the conditions for
the Josephson vortices and for intrinsic pinning to exist were not satisfied.
Therefore, the effect of an angle between the field and the superconducting
planes can be treated by renormalizing the lengths along the c axis by the
anisotropy [15, 16]. This gives the following scaling equation for the specific
heat: C’(T’, H, (3= O) = (2’(2’, ~fi, O = ~), where O is the angle between the
c–axis and the field. All the features presented in this work are identical
in both geometries, H II c and H II ab (when accessible) when resealing
the magnetic field with -y. In particular, a unique value of this parameter
rescales both the location of the melting line and the field dependence of
C in the fluctuation-dominated regime (liquid state). Therefore, in the
following, we will mainly restrict the discussion to the case when H IIc.

Fig. 1 shows the schematic phase diagrams of our samples. Several re-
gions in these H - T planes have been identified. In both samples, a latent
heat is measured at the transition from the solid vortex state (with Bragg
peaks and no dislocations) to the liquid state in a certain location of the
.H – 2’ plane labelled region A for convenience. In Y-Arg, for H >10.5 T,
the peak in C, i.e. the entropy jump, AS, has disappeared but a broad jump
AC persists to the highest field 26 T. The possibility that the location of
these jumps in C define a transition into a new disordered field-induced
vortex phase (glass or pinned liquid with dislocations) will be discussed
as region B. This region was not observed in Y–Gen since the peaks in C
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Figure 1. Schematic phase diagrams in magnetic field of Y-Gen and Y–Arg. Letters
refer to the regions defined in the text. Shaded areas represent broad cross-overs rather
than sharp transitions.

persist up to 26 T but precursor effects (strong decrease of the latent heat)
indicate this behavior must exist in field slightly greater than 26 T. Region

C is defined as the part of the phase diagram where one would expect a
transition between the solid and the glass to occur from the existence of a
-high–field end point in the melting line and from the location of the mag-
netic jishtail. The very low concentration of pinning centers in Y–Gen has
moved up the characteristic field where this should be observed to an inac-
cessible region. The issue of the existence of a low–field critical end point
of the first-order transition line in region D will be adressed.

3.1. REGION A : SOLID # LIQUID TRANSITION

As a starting point, it is first important to prove that the vortices reach
equilibrium during these experiments and that we get thermodynamic re-
sults since it is known that the irreversibility line may lie in the vicinity of
the melting line (or coexist) and can produce some spurious effects [9, 17].
We have strong imjications showing that thermodynamical equilibrium was
indeed achieved :

—

—

—

there is no difference in the specific heat curves between zero field and
field cooled experiments and between runs obtained while heating or
cooling, increasing or decreasing the field;
for one sample, Y–Arg, the magnetization up to 5 T and the specific
heat are consistent through the Clausius–Clapeyron equation: both
magnet ization and specific heat measured the same entropy jumps;
the at–calorimetry gives similar results to those previously reported by



Figure 2. Magnetic field dependence of specific heat anomalies. The corresponding
zero–field data was subtracted as a reference andthecurves were vertically shiftedbv an
arbitrary constant for clarity. T= is the zero–field temperature transition.

de–calorimetry, whereas irreversibility should affect these techniques in

different ways;
— a small at–field of several gauss at several hundred Hz was superim-

posed to shake the vortices during the specific heat experiments and it

does not affect the measured latent heat.

In region A, a first-order transition is observed in both samples. Fig. 2

shows the specific heat curves where the corresponding zero field curve has

been subtracted as a reference. Sharp peaks are observed superimposed on
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Fzuure 3. EntroDv iumm at the melting transition as a function of the field calculated
ti;m specific hea;”f;r Y~Gen (.) and l?-Arg (D) and from SQUID magnetization for
Y–Arg (v). The lines represent entropy jumps normalized per vortex and per layer equal
to 0.6 kB and to 0.4 kB.

a rather field independent AC, the jump corresponding to a difference of
specific heat between the liquid and the solid.

The value of the latent heat L is obtained by integration of the area
under these peaks. The behavior of the two crystals are very similar: at
low fields, I+ < 5 T for Y-Arg and H < 16 T for Y-Gen, the height of
the peaks increases proportional to H, while its width remains constant.
In this regime, when normalized per vortex and per layer, the jump in en-
tropy, AS = L/Tm, is roughly a constant AS s 0.6 k~ for Y–Arg and
AS E 0.4 k~ for Y–Gen (see Fig. 3). The magnetization (M) of Y–Arg
was measured with a SQUID–magnetometer up to 5 T and well–defined
discontinuities in A4 were observed at T!! in excellent agreement with these
specific heat results through the Clausius–Clapeyron relation. These de-
terminations of AS also agree with the commonly reported experimental
values [4, 6, 7, 8, 10], with simulation results [18, 19] and theoretical work
[20, 21]. Above these characteristic fields 5 T and 16 T, these peaks broaden
and finally disappear at H = 10.5 T for Y–Arg and at H = 26–30 T for
Y-Gen. We checked that the total latent heat (not normalized with the
field) at Jlzed T does not depend on the orientation of H, as predicted by
scaling arguments in a 3D–anisotropic superconductor [15, 16].
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Figure 4. Study of the dependence of the specific heat anomaly and of the associated
ph-ase shift on Tac in a giveri field. The upper panels are for Y–Arg in 5 T, the lower ones
for Y–Gen in 15 T. A smooth background was subtracted fkom the phase. The measured
signal is proportiomd to T.c, this explains the apparent increase in the noise at small
m

The first strong indication for a discontinuous transition of the vortex
lattice was actually the observation of a large hysteresis of the order of tens
of mK in the resistive transition [22, 23]. By hysteresis, we mean a difference
between the melting (Tm) and the freezing (Z’f ) temperatures. However,
it remains unclear how to interpret a non–thermodynamic measurement
such as electrical resistivity whose behavior, moreover, may be obscured by
percolative phenomena and by the presence of irreversibility [24]. Although
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hysteretic behavior by itself is neither a necessary nor a sufficient condition
for first-order melting, it is nevertheless important to address this issue by
measurements of a quantity such as specific heat to understand more deeply
the exact nature of the transition. The modulation calorimetry is ideally
suited to tackle this question since the signal should be strongly affected
when the amplitude of the temperature excursions Z& becomes of the order
of the width of the hysteresis. Effects both in the phase and the amplitude
of the signal have been reported already in studies of liquid crystals [25].

The 5 T peak in C for Y–Arg and at 15 T for Y–Gen, and the phase
shift of TaCrelative to the applied ac power, have been studied as functions
of the amplitude of TaC(see figure 4); of the frequency, w, for 0.5 Hz < w <
6 Hz; and of the temperature sweep rate, from 1 to 300 mK/mn. Within
these ranges of w and sweep rate, there are no observable time effects. Only
‘T@Cis relevant for the abnormal behavior that we will describe now and
interpret as due to hysteresis.

First, the lower panel of Fig. 4 shows that in Y–Gen both the peak
in C and the phase shift do not depend on TaC. This is what is expected
when thermal equilibrium is achieved. The phase shift displays a negative
dip, Ad, correlated with the maximum in C as expected (see [13]) and as
observed for the l+ = O transition to the normal state. The upper panel of
the same figure displays the behavior of the same quantities for Y–Arg:

– for TaC z 100 mK, the peak is smeared by too large T–oscillations
compared to the intrinsic width and a normal negative A@ is observed;

– for 10 mK < TaC <35 mK, the shape of the peak is rather constant
with an integratedareaequal to the latentheat (consistentwith AM);

– for T.C < 10 mK, the height of the peak diminishes and it is almost
gone for Z’.c H 2 mK. An anomalous positive A@ has appeared.

Time effects are ruled out by the absence of any observable effects associated
with changes in w and the T–sweep rate. These features cannot be explained
in a thermodynamic picture but are predicted, at least semi–quant itatively,
in a model in which the melting and freezing temperature differ [26] (see
also Ref. [10]). Qualitatively, the collapse of the peak for small T~C means
that there is only partial melting (or solidification)duringeach cycle of the
temperaturewhen.Z’ac< AT~YSt= T~ – Tf. The positive phase shift comes
from a signal in quadrature since the symmetry between the descending
and the ascending parts of the T–oscillations is broken by the fact that

Tm # Tf.
The size of the oscillations where the specific heat peak begins to vanish

and where a positive phase shift occurs, gives the order of magnitude of the
hysteresis width. In Y–Arg, this width is of the order of 10 mK in 2 T and
5 T and increases up to 40–50 mK in 9 T, close to the critical point, which
is consistent with the resistivity results of Safar et al. [22]. This absence of
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any detectable hysteresis in Y–Gen may be due to the inhomogeneity of its
surface. Ref. [23] proposed that this hysteretic behavior is a super–heat ing
of the vortex lattice, and stresses on the large influence of the surface on
such a non–thermodynamic effect.

3.2. REGION B : GLASS w LIQUID TRANSITION

Fig. 5 shows that above a characteristic field HC,, HCr = 10.5 T, the first-
order transition disappears in Y–Arg, and that the melting line is continued
by a line of steps in C to the highest field. To the contrary, a latent heat
is still observed at 26 T in Y–Gen, but one can probably anticipate from
figure 3 that Ha x 26–30 Tin this crystal. This characteristic field is indeed
very sample dependent since it has been found as low as 3.5 T in [27].
Such a critical point was first detected by transport measurements [22] and
confirmed by magnetic [28] and calorimetric [7] measurements. Eventhough
it has been shown that the high–field vortex state is governed by pointlike
disorder [27], very little is known yet about the exact nature of this critical
point. Contrary to the finding of Ref. [7], the line of C steps above H.r does
not end before 26 T. This discrepancy may come from a sample difference.
In Y-Arg, the detected steps are small (AC’ N 5.10-4 of CtOt.l), and extend
over 2–4 K for H ~ 13 T. Therefore, if for any reason, these steps are
slightly less well–defined and broader in the crystals used in this reference,
their detection would have been beyond the sensitivity limit.

Several comments can be made about the possibility that this new line
defines a line of 2nd–order transitions:

– The larger the field, the more the transition looks like a cross–over
rather than a true thermodynamic transition. The broadening of AC
is gradual and its width reaches 4 K at 26 T.

– AC is positive, i.e. the specific heat increases in going from the low
temperature phase to the high temperature one. In the great majority
of the cases, the opposite is observed but there is no restriction from
thermodynamics on the sign of AC. However, in Landau’s description
[29], the specific heat is always larger in the less symmetric phase
(order parameter OP # O). Therefore, if this step in the specific heat
is associated with a second–order transition, its sign implies that the
low temperature vortex phase is more symmetrical than the liquid !

— In Landau’s theory, i.e. even in a mean–field picture with no fluctua-
tions, the specific heat at the critical point in the unsymmetrical phase

goes x * [29]. This is not observed.

It is, therefore, most likely that these steps in C mark a glass–like transition
which is not thermodynamic. In such a case, the amplitude of the step may
depend on the history of the sample, on cooling and heating rates. More
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Figure 5. Close-up of the specific heat anomalies of Y–Arg around the critical point.

experiments are needed to clarify the situation. An interesting possibility
is also that another thermodynamic line meets at (TC,, _Hcr), and this is
what we tried to detect during field sweeps in the next section.

3.3. REGION C : SOLID s GLASS TRANSFORMATION

In the more commonly accepted scenario, at low temperature above HCr,
there exists a third vortex phase, different from the two main phases, solid
and liquid, but its properties are still poorIy understood even though severaI
recent theoretical pictures have been proposed [30, 31, 32, 33]. This phase
would be dominated by field-induced effective disorder, this explains why
it is often referred to as a glass.

This emerging picture comes essentially from magnetic measurements
since the location .of the second peak in M is related to that of the criti-
cal point [28, 34]. We checked by cantilever magnetometry that in sample
Y-Arg, several K below Tc~? a second peak is observed for fields similar
to HCT confirming the interplay of the two phenomena. However, the sec-
ond peak width is of the order of several tesla, raising the question of the
existence of an underlying phase transition which would trigger the mag-
netic jishtad. Fig. 6 shows the results of our attempts to detect such a
line during field sweeps at jized temperature. The two upper curves clearly
demonstrates that the peaks in region A and the steps in region B can
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Figure 6. Y–Arg specific heat evolution with the field at fixed average temperature. The
letters refer to the different regions crossed during the sweeps. The curves were vertically
shifted by an arbitrmy constant for clarity.

easily be resolved during such sweeps. Whithin our sensitivity, we see no
sharp feature between the two solid phases, but rather a broad cross–over.
It is worth mentioning that we also saw no sign of irreversibility in spe-
cific heat experiments in region C. The results are identical for increasing
or decreasing fields after zero–field or field cooling and do not depend on
field sweep rates ranging from 0.05 T/inn to 0.5 T/inn. It is difficult to
give a definite conclusion about these experiments since pinning and large
relaxation times may hinder any underlying transition, which should have
a very small calorimetric signature.

3.4. REGION D : LOW-FIELD CRITICAL END POINT

Fig. 7 shows the behavior of C at the melting line at low field close to T.. On
the Y–Arg sample, the observed latent heat decreased linearly with the field
until it was beyond our sensitivity limit for H < 0.3 T. Y–Gen has a dif-
ferent behavior: below 5 T, the latent heat suddenly vanishes and one only
observes a step in the specific heat curves. Similar characteristic fields 1310W
at which the melting line terminates have been reported already but with
considerable scatter of the values. In crystals similar to Y–Arg, no melting
was detectable below 0.75 T in Ref. [6, 35] whereas a new high–resolution
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Figure 7. Close-up of the specific heat anomalies at low field for both samples.

magnetic–torque study showed that the first-order character persists at
least down to 90 mT [36]. Changing the oxygen concentration in one crys-
tal coming from the same batch as Y–Gen, Roulin et al [7] observed that
BIOWvaries from 3 T to 6 T when O&gA+ 07. In simulations Wing the

Lawrence–Doniach model, the authors of ref. [37] reproduce the existence
of an end point, which they argue is intrinsic and not an effect of disorder.
This would invalidate the vortex–lattice melting scenario since a continu-
ous transit ion between a liquid and a solid is impossible. The fact that in
less pure crystals grown by the traveling solvent zone melting technique,
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one observes only a step in C without a peak at melting [7], and the very
large variation of BIOW in different, crystals would imply an extrinsic effect

due to disorder [38, 39]. A very large BIOW seems to be characteristic of
crystals grown in BaZr03 crucibles and in Ref. [7], it is suggested that the
twins of the sample could be responsible for this. However, here, Y–Gen
is detwinned and tilting H away from the c–axis increases BIOWwhile the
pinning by twins should be strongly reduced.

4. Conclusion

The comparison of two samples, one grown in a gold crucible (Y-Arg) and
the other in a BaZr03 crucible (Y–gen), illustrates well the subtle behaviour
of vortex matter across the melting line.

The magnetization of Y–Gen is extremely reversible at high temperature
and low field, and we could detect the latent heat associated with the
melting down to 0.3 Tesla, where the melting temperature is quite close
(N lK) to the zero field superconducting transition. Steps in C were even
observed down to 50 mT (results not shown in this article) but the lack
of sensitivity in such low fields prevented us from determining whether
any latent heat was present. Surprisingly, the first order character of the
solid–liquid transition disappears below 4T in Y–Gen. One possibility to
explain this would be that this tryst al could still cent ain twin remnants,
even after it was detwinned. In this case, one would expect that inclining
the magnet ic field away from the c–axis would eliminate twin boundary
pinning and restore the first order peak in C at low field. This is not the
case experimentally where we observed instead that the low critical field
followed the usual angular dependence, (COS2((?)+ ~2szn2(@))li2.

A second important point of this work is the observation of hysteresis at
the melting transition by calorimetric measurements. By studying the ther-
mal response of sample Y–Gen as a function of the amplitude and frequency
of the temperature excursions, we could show that non–thermodynamic ef-
fects occur at the melting line, and we interpret them as due to hysteresis.

One of the most interesting features concerns the transition from glass
to liquid above the upper critical point in Y–Arg. Our data seem to indi-
cate a second order transition with specific heat jumps. It is important to
know whether the transition is thermodynamic or not. The fact that the
specific heat of the liquid is higher than that of the glass would imply in
Landau’s theory that the glass is more symmetrical than the liquid. Torque
magnetometry experiments are currently underway to test for irreversibil-
ity in the glass state in the vicinity of the Iiquid–glass transformation to
clarify the situation. The upper critical point on the melting line is known
to be strongly dependent on point disorder [3]. We have demonstrated that
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it has been dramatically shifted to lower temperature (m 60K) and higher
field (26-30 Tesla) in overdoped crystal: Y–Gen. In more recent data on a
crystal similar to Y–Gen, but slightly more overdoped, we think that the
upper critical point has been shifted to even higher field (40-45 Tesla)[40].
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